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Teachers routinely set deadlines and occasionally, 
at least in this school, complain that students do not 
meet them. This week, I have annoyed the Admin team 
as I missed the deadline to complete this 
introductory letter to this term’s Colytonian on a 
number of occasions.  However, I do have a defence 
and no, the dog did not eat it and nor did the digital 
device fail to work! My reason for my tardiness is that I 
wanted to write knowing what the Covid status of the 
school was and understanding what the Department 
for Education instructions were for next term. I waited 
and yet I write not really knowing either.

When I wrote this note for last year’s Christmas 
Colytonian, I did not imagine that we would have a 
year like the one that we have experienced in 2020.  
I cannot imagine how often I have used the words 

‘challenging’ and ‘difficult’ in my correspondence to 
you.  It has been a year that we allmany want to forget 
but there have been some magnificent achievements 
and acts that are even more impressive set against the 
backdrop of 2020.  A great number of recent highlights 
can be found in this publication but it also worth 
thinking back to March and the wonderful Ofsted 
report.  It is important to remember the brilliant 
outcomes of the Year 11 and Year 13 students, who not 
only earned fantastic results in their qualifications but 
also continued to work through lockdown in 
preparation for their next steps.  They worked with 
great integrity displaying the values and personal 
development worth far more than a GCSE or an 
A-Level.

Head’s Welcome
Throughout this year, my colleagues have worked 
tirelessly to provide our students with the education 
and support that they need and deserve.  At the start 
of this academic year, I challenged colleagues to 
become leaders, providing direction and calmness.  
Together we could cut a pathway for our community 
to reach their destination.  At the time of writing, we 
still do not have all the answers, but I am proud of the 
achievements of my colleagues and the students. 

Equally, I am delighted by the support that you have 
shown me and the staff in general.  We may not get it 
right all the time, but your patience and support has 
provided additional energy – thank you.

As we stand on the edge of 2020, we squint to try 
and see what 2021 will bring.  The Government has 
announced today that mass testing will take place 
in schools to reduce the need to self-isolate and the 
disruption to learning that this creates.  With vaccines 
and Spring, it is uplifting to think of the joyous scenes 
of people socially mingling and of normality.  We 
will return to normality and we will have this shared 
experience to ensure that we do not take normality for 
granted.

Christmas is a time of celebration when we think of 
one of the great moments of human life, the birth of 
a child.  Usually, the School gathers at the beautiful 
St Andrew’s Church in Colyton for the Carol service 
where Year 7 enthral us with their singing and Year 13 
amaze us with their talents.  It is a beginning and an 
end. This year let us all hope and pray that this 
Christmas marks the end of a year of pandemic and 
the beginning of a year of excitement and happiness.  
This year more than any other year we should be
 happy in each other’s company and breathe in the 
oxygen of Christmas Hope.

“At one time, most of my friends could hear the bell, but 
as years passed, it fell silent for all of them. Even Sarah 
found one Christmas that she could no longer hear its 
sweet sound.  Though I’ve grown old, the bell still rings for 
me, as it does for all who truly believe.” 
― Chris Van Allsburg, The Polar Express

However, for me, and I suspect many of my colleagues, 
the last quote of the year will be more apt for this 
Christmas holiday:

‘There is a time for many words, and there is also a time 
for sleep.’ – Homer, The Odyssey

In the nicest way possible I look forward to seeing you 
all in the new year and I hope very much that I do not 
have to speak to you next week!

Merry Christmas and a very happy New Year!  

Mr Harris, Headteacher



I have been asked to provide a brief background on 
myself, my interest in Colyton Grammar School and 
perhaps more importantly how I would like to see this 
wonderful school continue to excel during my tenure 
as Chair of Trustees.

Before I address the above I would like to add my voice 
to the many who have expressed their gratitude and 
admiration for Barry Sindall, your previous Chair. Barry 
has served Colyton Grammar School in a range of 
capacities over the past many years and I can’t 
imagine that any individual has had a more 
meaningful or longstanding impact on the school. I 
will very much appreciate his support over the next 
year as Deputy Chair and look forward to being able to 
recognise his contribution when social distancing rules 
allow.

I am in my 50’s with two adult children and two
grandchildren. I have spent most of my life in the 
London area although I lived in Sydney for four years 
back in the 80’s. I enjoy golf, rugby, cricket, cycling and 
more recently paddle tennis. I balance this more active 
life with a love of food and wine.

My business life has been spent mainly in media and 
technology initially in large corporates before creating 
my own businesses. I continue to have an active 
interest in a number of technology focussed 
businesses. My interest in the school started when I 
moved to Axmouth from London in 2016.

 I have always believed that quality education at any 
stage of life is exceptionally valuable and never more 
so than amongst our developing teenagers. I had 
served as a Trustee on a number of educational and 
philanthropic organisations in London and my arrival 
in this area seemed to coincide with a search for new 
Trustee at the school, so it was perfect from my 
perspective. 

From The Board
I have very much enjoyed working with your 
outstanding headteacher and his leadership team as 
the school has embarked on a period of growth in 
student numbers, the introduction of extensive 
technology support for our education provision and an 
investment in our estate. The recent Ofsted inspection 
endorsed what we all believe, this is an exceptional 
school with a wonderful ethos, energy and value set.

Going forward it is clear to me that the school should 
seek to continue to evolve rather than dramatically 
change. We have a wonderful group of colleagues, 
engaged parents and brilliant students. 

The job of the Senior Leadership Team is to provide the 
very best environment for these students to fulfil their 
maximum potential, our role as Trustees is to support 
their efforts and alongside our role of governance I 
believe that our Trustees can offer specialist expertise 
in a number of important areas. I will be working with 
the Headteacher to identify when and where this 
assistance is most needed.

Structurally we have created four focus groups, each 
led by a Trustee, covering Education, Marketing, HR 
and  finally Finance and Resources. These groups will 
oversee governance in their respective areas but 
perhaps more importantly will work with 
Mr T Harris and his leadership team on specific 
projects that we have identified as of particular 
importance to the school going forward. 

As a starting point we will be looking at digital 
education, the school website, transport and the 
structure, motivation and role of support staff within 
the school. Your interests are represented by a number 
of Parent Trustees and you have a wonderful Parents 
Association that has made valuable contributions on a 
wide range of areas. 

I am honoured and excited to be a small part of the 
Colyton Grammar School story and look forward to 
working with all the fantastic people involved so that 
we continue to reach for the stars and deliver the very 
best opportunities for the wonderful students we 
serve.

Ian Griffin
Chair of Trustees
Dec 2020



September saw the launch of the 500 Club (formerly 
250 Club). 255 subscriptions were sold and after 
allocating prizes, this online event added £2792.36 
to PA funds. A much-needed boost to the PA coffers 
following the D4A. 
https://www.colytongrammarschoolpa.org.uk/500-
club/

Winter Draw 
This year we have seen our annual Winter Draw go 
paperless due to Covid-19. Many thanks to Mrs Lovell 
and the Finance Team who have supported the PA with 
the administration of ticket sales via ParentPay.

After the Herculean effort of Digital 4 All there was 
some apprehension as to how many tickets we would 
sell, but once again we have been humbled by the 
support of Colyton parents. The 2020 Winter Draw 
raised £2978.22. 
https://www.colytongrammarschoolpa.org.uk/
winter-draw/ 

Digital 4 All
The 2020/21 PA school year kicked off in July with the 
launch of the Digital 4 All campaign. 

Thanks to the hard work and generosity of both past 
and present committee members and parents, the PA 
was able to make a donation of £40,000 from existing 
funds directly to the campaign. 

This together with a mammoth fundraising effort, 
supported so generously by the school community, we 
were able to help school achieve their target of 
ensuring every pupil had their own laptop.

It is extremely humbling that in these difficult times so 
many of you stepped up and supported this cause.

Fundraising

Parents’ Association
Colyton Christmas Trees
Thanks to the very generous offer from one of our 
parents we have been able to supply two outside 
Christmas trees this year. 

Why two? As each year group ‘bubble’ has their own 
designated area we wanted everyone to benefit from 
the joy a Christmas tree brings! 

Thank you to Mr D Hutchings and the site staff team for 
their help in putting the trees up.

Book Club
Despite restrictions making real-life get togethers 
impossible, Colyton parents have found ways to stay 
connected. 

In particular, the Colyton Grammar School  parents’ 
book clubs have flourished, with some clubs meeting 
on Zoom and swapping experiences of online parents’ 
evenings and how their children have adapted to new 
ways of learning. Book Club co-ordinator Caroline 
Pearce said: “Everyone is looking forward to the day they 
can meet in pubs and houses again. Zoom doesn’t work 
for everyone, especially if they have been at work on calls 
all day. But it has been a source of support in particular to 
new parents who have wanted to find out more about the 
school or just share their stories.”
https://www.colytongrammarschoolpa.org.uk/book-
club/

Looking Ahead
Quiz Night: 05 February 2021

We are running an online family quiz on Friday 05 
February 2021!

Get a team together, no limit on numbers and join us 
for a bit of fun from 7.30pm

Lots of fun rounds, general knowledge, entertainment, 
science etc .

We will be using the quiz app Speed Quizzing. So you 
will need two devices. One to see the quiz questions 
and join the zoom and the other to use the app to 
answer questions.

Cost £5 per team

Big Colyton Art Show 2021
More exciting news is that we have been given the  
go-ahead to start planning for an onsite Big Colyton 
Art Show 2021! This event has traditionally been one 
of the PA’s major fundraisers and its cancellation in 
October 2020 meant that we had a large hole in our 
fundraising potential. 

The reputation of BCAS has grown considerably and 
we are very much looking forward to welcoming many 
talented artists to the show from both our own student 
body and the local and wider area.

More information shortly.

https://www.thebigcolytonartshow.co.uk/
For more information on the PA please contact Sara 
chair@colytongrammarschoolpa.org.uk
www.colytongrammarschoolpa.org.uk/
facebook.com/ColytonGrammarschoolPA
instagram.com/colytongrammarschoolpa

https://www.colytongrammarschoolpa.org.uk/500-club/ 
https://www.colytongrammarschoolpa.org.uk/500-club/ 
https://www.colytongrammarschoolpa.org.uk/winter-draw/
https://www.colytongrammarschoolpa.org.uk/winter-draw/
https://www.colytongrammarschoolpa.org.uk/book-club/ 
https://www.colytongrammarschoolpa.org.uk/book-club/ 
https://www.thebigcolytonartshow.co.uk/


Love Physics Photography Competition 2020
This year Colyton students have managed a clean 
sweep of all three age categories in the Exeter and East 
Devon Ogden Trust Love Physics Competition; with 
Isaac H in Year 7 winning the Year 7-8 age category, 
Holly N in Year 9 winning the Year 9-11 age category 
and Charlotte AP winning in the Year 12-13 category, as 
well as second place for Bella W in Year 9, third place 
for Delilah S in Year 7 and a commendation for Will G in 
Year 9! All three winning photographers have won £50 
Amazon vouchers. You can see their excellent photos 
below. 

Isaac H Yr 7-8 1st Prize 

Holly N Yr 9-11 1st Prize 

Delilah S Yr 7 3rd Prize 

Will G Commendation Yr 9 

Awards 

Charlotte AP Comet Neowise Yr 12-13 1st Prize 

Bella W Yr 9 2nd Prize 



UK Young Lifesaver of the Year 
Congratulations to Hermione C Year 12 who has 
received the ‘UK Young Life Saver of the Year’ award. 
She received this during a virtual ceremony and is now 
embarking on her ‘Life Saver Instructors 
Training’ with Wells Life Saving club.

Hermione joined the school this year and is one of our 
new Year 12 Sports Leaders.

Science week 2021
We are very pleased that Colyton has been awarded a 
British Science Association grant to support our events 
planned for the 06-15 March 2021. The theme for the 
week is ‘Innovation’ and there are a series of events 
and speakers planned with more news to follow later. 
As part of the grant we are able to purchase seeds 
to re-wild areas of school to mirror the governments 
initiative to return 30% of land to natural habitats by 
2030. Students will be encouraged to consider how 
we can better support native wildlife and seeds will be 
available for students to re-wild areas of garden that 
they might have.

Colyton Town Library Poem Competition 
In November Trystan W Year 10 won first prize for his  
poem on the subject “vision”for the Colyton library 
competition. See his entry below.  

I See The Road Ahead
It is winding, they say.

Don’t expect it to be straight.
No matter what, the way

You will find. Try not to hate
The road: everyone must
Travel along all its curves.
You’ll be left in the dust

If you don’t respond in turn.
I see a field: no roads.

I see no distinctive curves.
I see daffodils, some toads,

Grass, and daisies, and clovers.
“It is winding.” I laugh.
Write that on my epitaph.



Writing Competition Success
Many Colyton students put the extra time 
available to them during lockdown to excellent use, 
entering a range of local and national writing 
competitions, with several students achieving
notable success.

Three student’s crime-writing talents were recognised 
by the a panel of judges of the International Agatha 
Christie Festival’s Mystery Short Story competition 
(including authors John Curran and Patrice 
Lawrence). Grace T, Year 7 was runner up in the Young  
Writers competition with her story The Missing 
Compass; whilst in the Older Writers category, 
Sophie T, Year 13 was runner up, and Anouska GM, Year 
10 was highly commended.

Meanwhile Manon H, Year 10 secured third place in the 
Royal Society of Literature’s Tall Tales, Short  Stories 
competition and Olga D ,Year 13 and Charlotte AP ,Year 
12 were highly commended by the judges of the Exeter 
College, Oxford Sixth Form Essay Competition. 

Charlotte AP also won first prize in the Ottery Writers 
Young Writers competition. Her short story, entitled 
Stories are Memories published below was judged the 
best of a field of over 300 entries. Rayya N Year 12 was 
also highly commended by the judges for her story.

Stories are Memories

by Charlotte AP

“It’s funny.”
“Sorry?”
“No one tells stories anymore. Its like you grow up past 

the age of 8 and suddenly you have to find your own 
stories.”

“Hmmm.” A pause. “I had a friend once who was 
infatuated with all that. Legends, urban myths, ghost 
stories, you name it.”

“Oh? Any good ones?”
A laugh, then a pause. “Yeah, I suppose. There was this 
one, an urban myth I think, that really got me.”
A smile. “Go on….”

“There’s a woman. You can’t see her, but she is there, 
you just don’t notice her. She is not invisible in the literal 
sense, but she is so very easily forgettable you’re never 
sure if she was ever there. We’ve all met her, and we meet 
her all the time. The thing about her is… well it’s how she 
feeds. She doesn’t eat like you or me. That is to say, she 
can eat like you or me, but that doesn’t sustain her. She is 
cursed with an insatiable hunger, and an ineffable desire 
to fulfil it. She feeds off memories, off experiences, and all 
the potential futures they could have brought. The more 
recent or exigent a memory, the more flavour it has, and 
the more you think about it, the more it sustains her. No 
one knows how she feeds or why she chooses particular 
people to come back to again and again, though I have 
a theory that she normally preys on the elderly because 
they have so many more memories than the rest of us, on 
account of them having lived for much longer.”

“So, she’s like a vampire? She drains your memories 
instead of blood, right?”

“No, but yes if it helps. She doesn’t drain memories, she 
is a connoisseur, not a glutton. She doesn’t waste time 
gorging on bland lives, she delicately tastes the most 
urgent things in that moment.  Some have said that all it 
takes is a touch, sometimes only a conversation or a few 
words, but then she has got you, and she slowly takes your 

memories away. Only the small ones, mind, nothing too 
noticeable. Just things like where you put your glasses, 
when your appointment is, the middle three digits of your 
mother-in-law’s phone number. She takes them, and she 
feeds off what could have been, had you remembered. 
That’s how she gets her energy. And she’s real.”
The wrinkle of a nose. “Freaky, but no she’s not. There 
would have been experiments and all sorts if she is real. 
Some psychologist or memory-stealing-woman-
demon-ologist would have worked it out by now.”

“Perhaps I’m not asking you in the right way. Think again, 
think about what she does, and how she does it. You’ll 
never know if she’s fed off of you. I’m not asking if you’ve 
ever encountered a woman who stole your memories and 
fed off of the paradox of unused potential of forgetting 
them, what I’m asking you, is have you ever walked into a 
room and forgotten why.”

Beyond The Classroom

Photo By Rhys Hurd



Student Short-Listed In National Art History 
Competition
In February, then year 11 student Dorothy H entered 
the national Write on Art competition sponsored by 
the Paul Mellon Centre and Art UK in the Year 10-11 
category. Writing on a painting she spotted in small 
acorner of the Tate Britain, Dorothy discovered this 
term that her piece had made the final national 
shortlist of 20. Here is a copy of her entry…  

“Beyond man’s Footsteps” by Briton Riviere

In this painting by Briton Riviere, first exhibited in 1894, 
a polar bear stands on an outcrop of ice looking out            
towards the sunrise. 

The composition is split diagonally in two. The left side is 
full of warm colours, depicting a sunrise  symboliing   
opportunity, hope and mystery. In contrast, the right 
side is full of vivid blues and blacks, depicting the great  
chasms in the ice. It feels threatening and 
dangerous, making the viewer feel almost as if they could 
become trapped in one of those chasms themselves, 
should they stare for too long into their depths. This may 
be a hidden reference to the many failed Arctic 
expeditions in the 1890s, where treacherous ice claimed 
the lives of many an explorer. 

The polar bear bridges the divide between these two 
facets of the Arctic, standing between the two halves
 gazing at the sun. This composition is reminiscent of 
Caspar David Friedrich’s ‘Wanderer above the Sea of 
Fog’. The bear seems completely secure, perfectly
 adapted, with its large, muscular forelegs fixed firmly on 
the ice.

Yet this confidence is undermined, as the bear occupies 
only a tiny section of the 1.19 x 1.845 metre canvas and is 
dwarfed by the scale of the landscape. 

Briton Riviere was probably a Christian. His depiction of 

the bear as dignified and self-reliant suggests Riviere 
supported the Christian idea of stewardship (that man 
should care for animals) over dominion (the idea that 
animals were created for man to use), because how could 
such a magnificent creature be considered a resource to 
be plundered? It should instead be preserved in its
 natural, holy state as a fellow creature of God.

It is ironic that this testament to the majesty of the polar 
bear was painted from studies of a captive bear in 
London Zoo. Riviere seems in this light to be 
romanticising a brutal and exploitative reality – the bear 
is not free, and merely depicted as so to satisfy the vanity 
of human society, which can congratulate itself on taming 
this wild god. However, perhaps Riviere intended this 
picture as a protest against such treatment; showcasing 
the paradise cruelly and unjustly denied the bear, in a 
critique of 
ploration and exploitation.

In the 1890s, polar bears had few connotations. Today, 
however, they are instantly recognisable as the poster 
child for climate change – usually shown starved and 
matted, clinging to a shrinking block of ice. Few polar 
bears live now in the conditions depicted in this painting  
a world of sublime, untouched beauty; safe from man’s 
encroachments. Soon, there may be only captive bears 
left – driven south by receding ice, they have begun to 
mate with grizzly bears, amalgamating into a fertile hybrid 
termed a ‘grolar bear’. 

We have already half-lost the untouched, untameable 
Arctic that Riviere depicts in this painting. We cannot allow 
it to be just another casualty of history. We must act, now, 
to preserve the Arctic for our fellow creatures – or lose 
them forever.



Lockdown Musical
Over lockdown and beyond four students who recently 
left the sixth from started to write a musical called 

“Individuals” which is written around experiences of 
teenagers going through sixth form including 14 songs 
and a Coronavirus twist at the end ! Lyricist Edward H, 
composer Harry L and producer  Dom H.

The story follows two main characters, a girl called 
Maisie played by Sophie B, who’s joined a new school 
for sixth form and a boy called Luke played by Harry 
who’s been at the school since Year 7. Throughout the 
musical both characters meet with challenges faced 
by sixth form and college students across the UK, from 
bullying, to relationships, to depression. 

See them explain all here https://www.radioexe.
co.uk/news-and-features/local-news/teenagers-lock-
down-musical-is-ready/

Career Interviews 
Starting in October Year 11 students have been 
attending Career Interviews with Dr Oliver Jenkins 
from Career South West to discuss there future career 
plans and create action plans to give the students 
clearer steps towards life beyond school. 

https://www.radioexe.co.uk/news-and-features/local-news/teenagers-lockdown-musical-is-ready/
https://www.radioexe.co.uk/news-and-features/local-news/teenagers-lockdown-musical-is-ready/
https://www.radioexe.co.uk/news-and-features/local-news/teenagers-lockdown-musical-is-ready/


Industrial Cadets Bronze award 2020
During half term we completed the Industrial Cadets 

“Routes into STEM” course. Normally this would have 
been a physical course where we would have attended 
a college, a university, and a company, however due 
to the Covid-19 pandemic we were unable to do this. 
Instead we completed an online version. 

We had virtual talks from employees, university and 
college students and other industry experts to help us 
find a career in STEM (Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Maths). 

As well as this, there was a creative challenge at the 
end where students had to try and solve a problem or 
design a new idea. There was also a live talk online in 
which students could ask questions about the 
companies and universities that the speakers worked 
at. 

The talks were really interesting and gave everyone a 
lot to think about. A number of students said that they 
enjoyed this course and it had inspired them to 
continue with STEM subjects.

One student said.
“In the Routes into STEM course, I learnt about the

different ways you can get a job in STEM and what 
different universities offer”

Another said.
“It helped me understand all the different things I could 

do after GCSEs and what all the different universities were 
and what they did. Overall I think it was a great experience 
and has helped my think about what I can do after my 
GCSEs exams”

Year 9 

Year 10

Students who gained the award were:

Year 9
Phoebe W
Ern Qi T
Jack N

Year 10
Connor W
Ben C 
Lucy H 
George P 
William R 



Year 12 Sports Leaders
Despite Covid-19 restrictions in schools, our Year 12 
Sports Leaders have been determined to make an 
impact in their local communities. They have done this 
by  volunteering at local junior sports clubs including 
Sidmouth RFC, West Hill Wasps, Seaton Tennis club, 
East Devon Hockey Club and Sidmouth Netball Club to 
name but a few.

Community
The second lockdown has ‘put the brakes on’ for a 
while but these students look forward to sharing their 
passion for sport again as soon as restrictions are 
lifted.



Food Bank 
Since the school’s first Food Bank appeal in 2009, we 
have never experienced a year as peculiar as this nor 
has there been more need for Food Banks. Despite the 
restrictions, both in and out of school, we have 
managed to continue our school’s annual tradition of 
supporting the Food Bank appeal by collecting food 
within our year group bubbles.

 By early December we had already met our target of 
1500 items, which will hopefully mean the final total 
far exceeds this. A fantastic collection of food has been 
kindly donated – including seasonal gifts of advent 
calendars and selection boxes which will 
undoubtedly bring some joy this Christmas. 

This year has been overwhelmingly generous and it 
wouldn’t have been possible without the help of the 
site staff and the work of Mr Stephan’s tutor group who 
have helped sort and count all of the items.  
Donations have already started helping people locally 
with our first delivery of 300 items to each of three 
local Food Banks – Axminster, Honiton and Seaton. 

 A second round of deliveries is due to take place in the 
final days of term.  A massive thank you to everyone 
for donating and supporting such an amazing cause.



Library Update 
The library has spent some time this term evaluating 
the resources on our shelves and looking at new ways 
to have a book sale of withdrawn titles.  This may be 
online, so keep an eye on library news through 
SharePoint, where you’ll also find information about 
new books that continue to be added on a regular 
basis.

The library may be closed to visitors, but we continue 
to provide resources both in print that can be delivered 
to the classroom, as well as through our many online 
subscriptions, please see some listed. 

Login details can be found on the library’s SharePoint 
page.
colytongrammarschool.sharepoint.com/sites/Colyton-
GrammarSchoolLibrary

Complete Issues
Complete Issues combines stimulating 
articles, reliable statistics and compelling 
personal accounts to produce focus guides 
on relevant and current issues, 
from environmentalism to British Values.

Connell Guides
Concise guides to classic novels, plays, 
poems, and historic events.

Review Magazine Online Archive.
Subject review magazines written by
experts in the field to stretch and challenge 
students’ knowledge, adding depth and 
breadth to each topic they study.

Ebooks
Our ebook collection available through the 
VLeBooks platform, includes Agatha
Christie, Cassandra Clare, Malorie
Blackman, the complete series of Murder 
Most Unladylike and A Series of
Unfortunate Events, this year’s
Carnegie Winner ‘Lark’ by Anthony
McGowan, and other titles from the
Colyton Reading Challenges.

http://colytongrammarschool.sharepoint.com/sites/ColytonGrammarSchoolLibrary
http://colytongrammarschool.sharepoint.com/sites/ColytonGrammarSchoolLibrary


Ten Tors
In December , over 70 Year 10 students were
introduced to the rigours of Ten Tour training,
braving the chill and 24km of hilly East Devon.

Well done to all involved and thank you to Mrs 
Byron for her leadership in organising this training 
safety in the current climate. 

Outdoor Learning 



Subjects And Departments
Computer Science 
Bebras Challenge
The Autumn term brings with it the annual Bebras 
Challenge - a computational thinking challenge aimed 
at raising awareness of Computer Science in a fun and 
rewarding way. All students who study Computer 
Science at Colyton are entered for this challenge. 
Whilst it is a participatory challenge and we like to 
focus on the learning opportunities; we also have 
some amazing achievements at Colyton to celebrate. 
Divided into four age categories, encompassing school 
Years 6 to 13, the top 60 students from each category 
would normally be invited to a final at the University of 
Oxford. Due to Covid, this cannot take place this year, 
however, we have a number of students who would 
have qualified to be in this very exclusive group, out of 
over 223,000 students who took the challenge in the 
UK.

Intermediate section:
Joseph M Yr 8 , who achieved 100%
Seniors section:
Maisie R Yr 10 , who achieved top score in Devon
Samuel J Yr 11
Anthony G Yr 11

For Maisie, Samuel and Anthony; this was their second 
time to achieve a finals-qualifying score.

Beyond the exceptional performance of these four 
individuals, all students taking part showed great 
resilience, tackling challenges that involve highly 
advanced computational thinking concepts. Over half 
of those who took the challenge at Colyton scored in 
the top 10% nationally, earning them a Bebras Gold 
Certificate and an invite to take the Oxford University 
Computing Challenge in February. Details to follow 
later this year.

English
In October, Year 13 English students got the 
opportunity to poke a toe back into the normal world, 
and attend a theatre production of one of their exam 
texts. “Betrayal”, by Harold Pinter, is an exploration of 
the complexities of a love triangle, involving, wife, 
husband, and best friend, and offers a fascinating 
insight into shifting gender roles and social 
expectations of middle-class England in the 1970s. 
With a cast of only four, the play lent itself as a 
touring production in a CoWvid world, and the 
students were lucky enough to secure some tickets for 
a matinee performance at The Theatre Royal Bath.

It wasn’t quite a ‘normal’ theatre trip: the groups
temperatures were taken upon arrival, seating was 
socially distanced, and at the end, the students  had 
to wait to be dismissed, one row at a time. It felt very 
safe, and for 75 minutes, we could immerse 
themselves in a different world. 

One student commented.

“The production itself, arguably, was a little 
disappointing. Although very useful from a revision point 
of view, to see the play in its entirety, and to see how they 
made clear the play’s reverse chronology (projected dates, 
in case you are wondering), we were left feeling a little 
cold and detached from the characters’ series of 
betrayals. 

What did work, was the use of the revolving stage, 
which enabled seamless transitions between the 
locations and years, and the set and costumes clearly 
transported us back through the decades. 
And to go on a school trip again, was, quite simply, an 
absolute joy!”



Geography 
Year 12 Geography
 Students attended A level Climate Change conference
Our planet is facing climate change unlike that 
witnessed previously by humanity, and will require 
skilled scientists to investigate and develop solutions 
to the problems caused by our warming planet. 

With this in mind, sixth form Geography students were 
invited to join world leading experts for an online
Climate Change conference.  With the opportunity to 
find out more about climate change though a series of 
live lectures including: 

‘The impact of retreating glaciers on water security: 
an emerging environmental issue’

‘Rapid climate change – How hot has the Earth been 
in the past?’

‘Flying and climate change: what’s your carbon 
footprint?’

GCSE Geography
The summer term is usually the time for much of our 
Geography fieldwork to take place, unfortunately due 
to school lockdown last term, this was not possible. 
However in September following government advice 
regarding out of school activities, all of our Year 10 
Geography students were able to visit Holyford Woods 
within walking distance of school, to carry out GCSE 
geography fieldwork.

Geographical Association Physical Geography Photo 
competition
Congratulations and good luck to all students from 
Year 8 -13 who took part in this year’s Geographical
Association Physical Geography Photo competition. 
The results of this national competition will be 
Announced in the New Year.

The competition got students to look for ‘hidden 
physical geography’. It was all about finding 
interesting examples of physical geography in 
unexpected places, or examples of processes that 
someone might ordinarily pass over, or not give a 
second thought to.

The photograph entry needed to be accompanied with 
a written description of up to 250 words describing the 
focus of the find and explaining the story that reveals 
its significance, even though for most people it is 

‘hidden’.

Year 7 were not eligible to enter the national 
competition so we ran our very own inter-form 
competition along the same lines. The standard of 
entry was superb and a very well done to Aurela N who 
was awarded the overall winning prize for her 
photography and written description of the Exe 
estuary at high and low tide. 

Geography Students Take Part in Coral Live 2020
Year 8 Geography students had the opportunity to take 
part in ‘Coral Live 2020’ which involved scientists and 
researchers based at the CARMABI Research Centre on 
the island of Curaçao in the Caribbean linking to 
geography classes around the globe. Students learnt 
about the restoration of coral reefs, coral ecosystems 
and the impacts of climate change on the world’s 
reefs. They had the opportunity to ask questions 
directly to Dr Valerie Chamberland Coral Reef Ecologist 
and Research Scientist at SECORE International.

The Coral Live team engaged students around the 
world with the wonders of the coral reefs and the 
human impact on these fragile ecosystems through 
a series of on line lessons. Our students joined with 
students from across the globe to interview Dr Valerie 
Chamberland in order to find out about her work, to 
consider the future of coral ecosystems and to reflect 
on the different steps being taken to mitigate human 
impact on the reef as well as the work to 
conserve and restore reefs.

Covering less than one percent of the marine 
environment, coral reefs are home to 25 percent of 
marine species and important nursery habitats to 
edible fish. It is estimated that one billion people
 depend on food from the reefs.



Sparks – both previously worked as maths teachers. 
They both took simple games (Penny Ante and PIG 
respectively) and statistically modelled these in order 
to find optimum strategy to maximise their chances of 
winning, showing that even if you don’t use statistics 
in your workplace, there are always ways that it will 
come up in day-to-day life and how you can benefit 
from it.

With the stats talk exploring so many interesting 
topics, the mechanics one had a lot to live up to. And 
it certainly did. From football to social distancing, the 
four incredible speakers looked at how mechanics 
and modelling affect tasks that influence our everyday 
lives. Anyone who has ever played football will know 
what a penalty kick is. But, I doubt many people will 
know the mathematically optimal place to aim for. 

In Tom Crawford’s talk (a Professor in Fluid Mechanics 
at the University of Oxford), he explores just that, 
looking at how footballers can use maths and 
modelling to improve their overall game. But if sport 
doesn’t interest you, then I’m sure at some point 
you’ve been part of a crowd – whether at a music 
festival, or some other extravaganza. Aoife Hunt 
(a maths consultant for crowd management) looks at 
how you can use modelling to optimize crowd sizes. 
But more importantly – in this day and age – she talks 
about how this skill can be transferred to help with 
Covid management, more specifically in the case of 
social distancing. 
She discusses how everyone has a bubble around 

Maths 
International Maths Week 
We recently had International Maths week. Within 
this, Year 12 watched two interactive maths talks run 
by Matt Parker – one on the topic of statistics, and the 
other about mechanics. Each talk consisted of four 
speakers who were specialists in their respective areas 
who discussed how they used mathematics to help 
them in their everyday lives.

Biophysicist at the University of Manchester or CEO 
of the biggest car insurer in the UK. These jobs seem 
to have very little in common. But (considering this is 
about a Maths Talk) would it be surprising to say that 
they do… maths. Or more specifically statistics; both 
of these jobs rely on using statistics in order for their 
jobs to run smoothly. In the case of Yolanda O’Heany, 
a biophysicist in the neuro-imaging department at the 
University of Manchester, over the past six months her 
job has taken a very interesting turn due to statistics 
and, well, Covid. 

She was involved in setting up testing facilities during 
the first lockdown and used her knowledge of both 
science and statistics to help validate the reliability of 
testing and help to set up an efficient system which 
has helped save the country potentially millions of 
lives. On the other side of the spectrum, CEO of 
Admiral Insurance, David Stevens, discusses how his 
company – the biggest car insurer in the 
UK – uses statistics in order to set prices for customers. 

The way they do this is by taking incredible amounts of 
data and bundling it together in order to find statistical 
patterns creating a model in which they can use to set 
individual premiums for people 
 depending on conditions. 
The other two speakers – Zoe Griffiths and Ben 

them, and how this translates to how many people you 
can safely “socially distance” in a room together, using 
modelling to figure out optimal solutions for people in 
different sized rooms, or even when people are moving 
around such as when people are on a bus. 

The other two speakers looked at different areas of 
mechanics. Nina Chamberworth (the President of 
the Maths Association) discussed how he helped to 
build the largest aircraft carrier in the UK in the most 
cost-effective way possible (taking into account both 
build-cost and running-costs) by using modelling and 
mechanics. Hugh Hunt (an Engineer at Trinity College, 
Cambridge) looked at potentially the most famous 
scientist ever,  Sir Isaac Newton and how he has 
influenced the physics of today.

Overall, these talks discussed some of the key topics 
regarding maths in today’s society. The eight speakers 
all discussed how their mathematical backgrounds 
have helped to influence their everyday lives in what 
are not only interesting but also informative talks that 
are well worth a watch.

Mrs Hudson, Maths



Modern Foreign Language
Department Update
This first half-term has been very busy for our Year 7 
students. Whether they are learning Mandarin, French, 
Spanish or German, they certainly have learnt a huge 
amount already. Not only about the language and how 
it works but also about the culture of the country. 

Our new cohort of Mandarin Excellence Programme 
(MEP) students have learnt a lot for the first half term, 
including topics such as numbers, greetings, 
introducing their age, names and also family 
members. 

As part of this programme, students are 
required to write characters following the basic rules 
and right stroke order. Their handwriting is already 
very impressive. Students also made beautiful posters 
to celebrate Mid-Autumn Festival, which is the second 
most important holiday after the Chinese New Year. 
Here is a picture of their posters.

England Maths Week 
From 09-14 November, the school was 
delighted to celebrate the second edition of England 
Maths Week. We saw a superb turnout this year, with 
over 800 students taking part. 

Each day of the week, a new and exciting video 
challenge was released, and these were often used as 
starters in maths lessons. In addition, the Katherine 
Johnson competition took place, with students 
challenged to create a short video about a 
mathematician of their choice. 

This was not the only competition taking place, with 
other examples including the Desmos Art Competition, 
which tasked participants with using graphs to create 
artwork, which over 30 Colyton students entered. We 
eagerly await news of their success!! In the sixth form, 
a large number of students entered the
 team-based Ritangle competition, they will be given 
a new problem to solve every day for the next few 
weeks. 

Finally, students in the lower school had the 
opportunity to take part in a variety of Manga High 
challenges.

As expected, England Maths Week was a great success 
at Colyton Grammar School, and we are already
looking forward to next year’s.

French
In French, students have learnt to introduce 
themselves and their families. They are now also able 
to use numbers so they can say their age and their 
birthday. They enjoyed learning how to say what they 
like and dislike and they started learning verbs. The 
word “araignée” was by no means difficult for them as 
they thought about the English word “arachnophobia” 
and could figure out that it meant “spider”!  Students 
showcased their new language skills by producing a 
detailed description of the person they admire for their 
talents and advocacy, David Attenborough a definite 
favourite!W  Here is a selection of their work.   



Spanish
In Spanish, students have just completed their first 
unit of work which included topics such as learning 
numbers, the Spanish alphabet, how to introduce 
themselves, their families and pets. To capture all 
this new knowledge on one piece of paper, students 
were asked to creatively draw a self-portrait using 
words and sentences to create shape and different 
colours to put a final touch to their poster. Here is a 
selection of their work.

German
In German we have completed our first unit. We 
have looked at how to introduce ourselves, giving 
names, ages and saying where we live. We have 
talked about whether we have siblings and what 
they are called.  Students have produced their 
first piece of extended writing, already using 
some tricky grammar concepts.

National Translation Bee Competition
In September we took part in the National Translation 
Bee Competition, which was held at lunchtime, it was 
not easy, but everyone rose to the challenge and you 
could feel the motivation in the room. 

Everyone did very well but we had to select the best 
two in each language. 

The winners were: 

French
Anouska GM, Year 10 with 19 sentences
Ella E ,Year 10 with 21 sentences

German
Hazel M, Year 10 with 16 sentences
Cerys W, Year 10 with 18 sentences

Spanish
Beth M, Year 10 with 9 sentences 
Ned R,Year 10 with 11 sentences 

These six students will now be studying the same 
sentences in the perfect tense. They will  then enter 
the regional final which will be in school as due to 
Covid we cannot go off site due to Covid.
Please join me to wish them good luck for the next 
round.



November 2020 MFL Translation Challenge
This year, we have decided to add a bit of spice and 
give our students more opportunities for challenge 
and language related activities. This November saw 
our first translation challenge organised by             
Mrs Armour. We were delighted to have 40 entries 
across all five year groups, and hope to have even 
more for the next challenges we offer students.   

We would like to congratulate the following  six 
winners who were able to accurately and beautifully 
render the meaning of the original text. Bravo! They 
have 
certainly done us proud and have shown great 
linguistic skills. It might even give some of our 
competitors and winners ideas for future potential 
careers like becoming an interpret or a UN translator. 

For French:  Milly K, Year 13 and Toby R, Year 7
For German: James A, Year 7
For Spanish:  Srasta B, Year 7  and Marie BDT Year 13
For Mandarin: Nia W, Year 8

The December challenge is now being advertised in 
class and online, so watch this space.

Department Update 
All year groups have been able to receive Music lessons 
this term but in rooms across the school in order to 
tie in with year group “bubbles”.  This, alongside our 
open-door policy to aid ventilation, has enabled the 
whole school community to hear rhythmic work, some 
composing from Year 9 (as outlined below) and a range 
of music stretching from Vivaldi and Bizet, to Debussy 
and Brian Fernyhough, not forgetting the Year11 
favourite “Shake that bagpipe”.  

Eight of our Visiting Music Teachers have been able 
to come into school and teach individual lessons in 
Piano, Strings and Guitar.  Other instruments and
 singing have continued to be taught online.  In the 
last few weeks, it has been great to organise for a few 
small-scale student-led ensembles to meet within year 
group bubbles.

We have been able to work in partnership with many 
outside organisations in order to enhance our
provision and both comply with national guidance and 
support new initiatives.  These organisations 
include the Devon Youth Music Hub, Music Mark, Music 
Teachers Association, Incorporated Society of 
Musicians, ABRSM, National Youth Choir, and the 
Gabrieli Consort.

Remembrance Ceremony 
A short ceremony was held this year instead of our 
usual whole school services. Thanks to Maxi H for 
playing the Last Post so poignantly and adding to the 
intensity of the event. 
Online Workshop

We were delighted to work in partnership with the 
Devon Youth Music Hub to offer students the chance to 
participate in online workshops with top 
professional musicians – Katie Wooley (Horn player 
with the Concertgebuow orchestra in Amsterdam), 
Jess Gillam (former BBC Young Musician of the Year, 
broadcaster and top Saxophone player) and Dame 
Evelyn Glennie (a true giant in the musical 
world – a percussionist for whom many pieces have 
been composed).  Rafe H took part in the Horn 
workshop, whilst Ollie S was involved in the 
Saxophone one. 

Ashwin C took part in two of the workshops, here is his 
report on the percussion workshop:

“A few weeks ago, I took part in a percussion workshop 
with Dame Evelyn Glennie. She taught us that we should 
play an instrument in the way we think is right and not to 
copy people off YouTube or something. She played a 
pancake drum in about five different ways after that and 
said we should try and play an instrument in as many 
ways as possible.”

Composition Project
In another collaboration with the Devon Youth Music 
Hub we have begun a Composition project with our 
Year 9 GCSE Music students.  This is being led by the 
composer Elfyn Jones, who prepared a video 
introduction to the exercise which involves using the 
musical ingredients of “No Time to Die” by Billie Eilish.  
Subsequently our Year 9 students have been working 
on developing the chords, melodies and rhythms of 
the music into their own pieces.  A video meeting via 
Teams happened just this week with Mr Jones 
commenting on the work so far and interacting with 
the students. It is exciting to look forward to these 
pieces progressing further.

Music Update



ABRSM Music Examinations
Students have been entered by teachers with the exam 
videoed and then uploaded for marking.  Many 
students, from Year 7 to Year 13, have been successful 
in a wide range of instruments and Theory.  The 
normal range of Grades is from one to eight but you 
will notice an ARSM mentioned, this is a post-Grade 
eight performance examination and we are delighted 
that Euan joins a list of several school musicians who 
have achieved this in the last few years.  

Congratulations to all.

ARSM   
Euan M Cello DISTINCTION
   
Grade 8
Marie BdT Cello PASS
Joshua G Theory MERIT
Rosie M Theory DISTINCTION
Annabelle M-T Double Bass MERIT
Annabelle M-T Theory MERIT
Holly N Guitar PASS
Eliza N Theory PASS

Grade 7
Robin F Piano PASS
Mona S Piano DISTINCTION
Faye M Clarinet DISTINCTION
Bethan W Piano PASS

Grade 6
Hannah D Clarinet DISTINCTION
James K Guitar DISTINCTION
Rachel M Flute MERIT
Jerry M Piano PASS
Phoebe W Guitar MERIT
Anna W Piano DISTINCTION

Grade 5
Xinfei A Piano DISTINCTION
Oliver B Piano MERIT
Alex G Piano DISTINCTION
Benjamin K Piano PASS
Ella K Clarinet PASS
Rachel M Theory MERIT
Daisy S Voice MERIT
Julia T Piano MERIT
Scarlett T-S Theory MERIT
Phoebe  W Theory DISTINCTION
   
Grade 4
Joseph B Viola MERIT
Roshni H Flute MERIT
Alice K Piano PASS
Georgina S Guitar MERIT
Poppy V Piano PASS
Cerys W  Clarinet PASS

Grade 3   
Joshua L Saxophone MERIT

Grade 2
Evelyn C Piano PASS
Megan S Flute MERIT
Alice S Piano MERIT

Grade 1
Alice S Violin DISTINCTION

Albums Of The Week
Through the spring and summer,  I supplied the whole 
school community with links to a Spotify playlist each 
week with albums  for listening.  This has continued 
through this term exploring a wide range of musicians, 
styles and moods across the best part of a thousand 
years.  As well the different musical perspectives I’m 
hoping to give you, there are links to music which we 
have performed at Colyton Grammar School  with our 
students over the years.  A quick glance at the table of 
albums below illustrates the breadth of this and the 
wonderful variety of music which is out there.

Vivaldi “Seasons” - Joshua Bell Grieg-Piano Concerto Taylor Swift - Folklore
Janacek -Sinfonietta Chick Corea - Light as a feather John Dunstable - Masses and Motets 

Earth,Wind and Fire Vol.1 Fisherman’s Friends Standford - Church Music 
Mozart-Symphonies 40&41 Michael Kiwanuka Duke Ellington

Police Greatest Hits Purcell - Dido & Aeneas Errollyn Wallen - Mighty River
Seth Lakeman- A Pilgrim’s Tale Michael Jackson - Thriller Rodrigo Guitar Concerto

Stravinsky - Rite of Spring/Firebird Blur - Parklife Widor - Symphonies 6&5 Latry
FS Kelly - Piano CD (Alex Wilson) Schubert - Winterreise Bond - Royal Philharmonic

Saints-Saens - Carnival of the Animals Remember - Military Wives Choir Gamelan
Kylie - Disco Louis Armstrong Couerin - Harpsichord

Chaminade - Piano Works Handel - Ode to St Celia Shirley Bassey 
White Night : Impressions of Norwegian 

Folk Music
Tchaikovsky - Nutcracker MacMillan - Veni Veni Emmanuel

Howard Blake - The Snowman Diana Krall - Christmas Songs Lindsey Stirling - Warmer in the Winter 



National Youth Choir
Congratulations to Sian P who has been accepted as a 
member of the National Youth Choir of Great Britain.  
The school Music Department first had a student 
accepted into this prestigious group some 27 years ago 
and since then several have benefited from the 
tremendous opportunity that this affords: both in 
personal musical development, social skills and the 
chance to perform in some amazing venues both in the 
UK and beyond.

Bach To School  – Gabrieli Roar
This is a major national choral project which the 
school were delighted to be invited to take part in.  It 
gave twelve singers in Year 13 the chance to sing in 
the Recital Room and record parts to become part of a 
composite choir in some professional concerts which 
will be live streamed at Christmas.  Here is our group of 
singers socially distanced and ready to sing:

The professional group Gabrieli Consort and Players 
have long championed singing in schools through their 
offshoot – Gabrieli Roar.  As part of their 
contribution to “Live from London”, live streamed 
concerts coordinated and promoted by the Voces8 
Foundation, the Gabrieli Consort and Players are 
presenting JS Bach’s Christmas Oratorio with the six 
cantatas being performed on the feast days for which 
they were intended.  Woven around these cantatas are 
additional movements of Bach’s music with 
performances from students around the country, 
including our year 13 singers.  The concert featuring 
our CGS singers will be at the very end of the festival, 
on the feast of the Epiphany, Wednesday 6th January 
2021 and will be streamed live at 7pm that day. The 
whole concert lasts for 60 minutes. Please use this link 
to purchase tickets for the event or, indeed, the whole 
series https://www.gabrieli.com/event/christmas-ora-
torio-live-london/

Let Us Know
It has been a pleasure to put together this report, 
evidence of superb music in the Colyton Grammar 
School community and all this despite being unable to 
rehearse ensembles, put on concerts , carol 
services, sing evensongs or host music exams.  We 
want to keep up with the great musical things which 
are happening so, in 2021 please keep us up to date 
with musical events and happenings which our 
students are involved with.  Just send a quick email to 
the Director of Music dhouse@colytongrammar.com 

Follow us on Twitter
Our new year resolution is to include much more 
of musical interest on our department Twitter feed  
please do pop over and follow us @Music_CGS

Recordings used for Music Curriculum Conference 
Presentation
Earlier in the term we were contacted by Ally Daubeny 
(musician, educator, researcher and specialist in 
curriculum matters) of the University of Sussex, to 
assist with a presentation she was putting together for 
a curriculum conference organised by the Devon Music 
Education Hub.  Ally is at the forefront of recent work 
on the importance of Music and its place in the 
curriculum at both Primary and Secondary levels.  One 
of her specialisms is about progression within the 
subject and we were delighted to supply recordings of 
our work from Year 7 right through to Year 13
illustrating the depth of our curriculum coverage and 
the clear progression our students make as musicians 
in their school career. 

 https://www.gabrieli.com/event/christmas-oratorio-live-london/   
 https://www.gabrieli.com/event/christmas-oratorio-live-london/   
http://dhouse@colytongrammar.com 


This term has been a term like no other! No official 
clubs or fixtures were allowed initially and the 
astro turf has been shared for two out of five lessons 
for lunch use. However, we did manage to run a few 
clubs after school for our Year 7 students.

We used the Virtual Devon Competitions to give us a 
focus in what clubs to offer. Obviously, we could only 
offer certain activities within the Covid restrictions. So, 
we ran a gymnastic club, a running club and a games 
challenge activity-based club.

Sports Update 
Gymnastics Club
It was great to see six Year 7 students (Maisie, Delilah, 
Erica, Blossom, Annabel and Tia) along with four Year 
8 students (Becky, Georgia, Jessica and Emma) attend 
regularly on Monday after school for four weeks.

Four of our Year 7 students qualified for the Devon 
final which was run through a Zoom meeting!

Results as follows:-
Maisie E – 8th
Delilah S – 7th
Blossom H – 5th
Annabel W – 4th

Congratulations on reaching the final stages of the 
competition.



Games Based Club
This has seen  22 Year 7 students taking part on a 
Monday and Tuesday lunchtime. The only club to run 
recently given the slightly reduced restrictions. 

The students had to do five game-based skills:
Round the waist, netball shooting, racket
 keepie-uppies, wall toss and hockey dribble. Every 
individual skill had to be done for 30 seconds. Results 
have been sent through to the Devon organiser. Again, 
we await the results.

Virtual games – Dance competition
Emily B and Matilda L have both entered. They
 produced two well choreographed dance 
performances. Well done to both girls on working on 
their routines independently and managing to enter 
the competition themselves.

Running Club
This was really well supported, and we saw 32
students take part on a Monday after school.

The Year 7’s had to run as far as they could in eight 
minutes. Their distances have been entered into the 
Devon competition and we await the results!



“The future will involve a lot of technology and having 
a device in secondary school helps us channel this
 technology into our learning.”, Year 7 student.

“It has made everything a lot more accessible”, Year 10 
student

Digital 4 All Fundraising Appeal
The Digital 4 All fundraising appeal has been a 
wonderful symbol of the community here at Colyton, 
with parents, alumni, staff, the PA, past staff, as well as 
charities supporting our ambitious project. The appeal 
was launched in the depths of the first Lockdown and 
ran for four months, in that time we raised a fantastic 
£111,000. This has had a huge impact on our students 
allowing each and every one to have a school digital 
device. Here are some comments from students:

“I can email the teachers messages on Microsoft TEAMS 
if I want to ask them about something”, Year 8 student.

Careers Support from Alumni and Parents
The Old Colytonion Society were able to assist with our 
Year 13 interview preparation, to allow every student 
in Year 13 the opportunity have a mock interview. 

Students prepared their CV and were interviewed 
remotely on their new school digital device. We are 
so grateful to have a fantastic set of volunteers from 
our alumni and parent community who conducted 
interviews for every student, clocking up 49 hours of 
interviews!

If you would like to support the students in the future 
in this way, please contact Dr Styles 
(estyles@colytongrammar.com).This has been a great term, one that has changed the 

way we work here at Colyton, a move to digital 
learning, a blended approach. Huge thanks to all for 
your support.



Term Dates 2021-2022
Spring Term 
Tuesday 05 January -  Thursday 01 April 

Summer Term
Monday 19 April - Thursday 22 July

Autumn Term 
Wednesday 08 September - Friday 17 December 

Spring Term 

Half-Term 

Staff Development Day 

Tuesday 05 January- Thursday 01 April 2021

Monday 15 February - Friday 19 February 

Monday 04 January 

Summer Term 

Bank Holiday 

Half Term 

Staff Development Day

Monday 19 April- Thursday 22 July 2021

Friday 02 April and Monday 05 April , Monday 03 May and Monday 31 May

Monday 31 May-Friday 04 June 

Friday 23 July 

Autumn Term 

Half Term 

Staff Development Day 

Wednesday 08 September - Friday 17 December 2021

Friday 22 October- Friday 29 October 

Monday 06 and Tuesday 07 September,Friday 22 October 

WISHING YOU ALL A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS 

Christmas Cards by Rosie B, Year 8, Cecilia LE, Year 7 and Eliza W, Year 7
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